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The Process Challenge
Within this clinical application, molecular 
material is extracted from lysed patient material.

This step and several subsequent operations 
employ packed columns for binding and 
releasing the target materials.

Once the target material is loaded on the 
column, a vacuum draws the material across 
the packing matrix. The washing media is drawn 
through the column matrix.

The column is now dried by drawing higher 
volumes of air through with the vacuum.

The target material is released from the column 
(eluted) to complete the process. The challenge 
is that this process has to take place fully 
isolated from the external environment.
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Background
Patient specific therapies including autologous therapies often comprise complex 
processes involving tissue, cells and molecular material.

Commercialization of these processes requires aggressive process risk and cost 
management to provide a cost effective and affordable therapeutic. When the process is 
established, increasing patient numbers puts tremendous pressure on cost and quality.  
The class B processing environments, and the availability of skilled personnel are serious 
hurdles to scaling up to meet volume. Reliance on manual operations for patient critical 
process steps represents high quality risk.

Invetech, in conjunction with its client, used several process modeling tools to identify 
automation within sterile closed, single use environments to address these issues and 
provide a sound commercial platform for success of patient specific processing.

While many excellent automation capabilities are available at a subsystem level, 
integration of a process specifically for the target therapy is essential to realise the quality 
objectives. Development of the integrated process from proven techniques is central to 
“bioequivalence”. By developing equipment and disposables for the process, ownership 
of the design ensures disposable supply can be managed  for reliability and cost.  Fully 
automated processes that no longer require high grade processing environments are 
positioned for roll out to multiple sites quickly with low establishment costs.Translating 
processes into fully automated closed systems creates some interesting engineering 
challenges. By way of example, this presentation illustrates the techniques employed to 
address clean up of molecular materials in a single use closed processing system.

Design Options

When the process is enclosed, vapour from the drying 
processes rapidly saturate in the environment.

Operation of the recirculating gas pump (also single-use) creates 
the opportunity to introduce some absorption strategies.

An in-line desiccant cartridge delivers outstanding drying performance. 
The cost between $100 and $200 per system was not compatible with 
the target processing cost per patient.

An external condensation vessel was trialed using dry ice and alcohol 
to chill the walls externally. While adequate condensation was achieved, 
the inconvenience and cost of creating another complex moulding was 
compared to using the main chamber.
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Design features

The disposable component design includes a tray to separate the waste liquid from the gas 
stream passing through the columns.

The tooled components are designed to be produced without biological contamination. 
Clean room capable tools, and gamma-sterilizable, medical grade plastics are employed.

The gas flow through the columns is managed by shutters allowing the process to respond 
to variable patient material yield.

Implementation

Initial testing

Early process trials in a 
simple (and not very well 
sealed) chamber highlighted 
the high humidity that was 
affecting column drying 
performance. Chilling the 
surface of the chamber 
demonstrated that a 
sustainable drying operation 
could be achieved by 
this strategy. It was also 
observed that localized 
chilling of the waste reservoir 
systematically reduced 
vapour loading of the 
atmosphere. 

The final design configuration uses external Peltier 
cooling of regions of the chamber surface at the waste 
collection reservoir and the point where recirculated 
gas re-enters the chamber. Physical traps capture 
condensate and separate it from the gas flow.

Chart 1. Testing in closed chamber showing effect of humidity trap
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Automated systems for patient specific therapeutic processing need to be purposefully 
developed to support registration and ongoing validation of the process.

This requirement creates 
opportunities to refine the 
process in concert with 
disposables and automation 
platforms to deliver in-process 
verified quality at the lowest 
practical cost per patient.

This poster illustrates creation of 
novel devices and equipment to 
meet the needs of a therapeutic 
process for sterility and isolation 
within a closed, single-use 
device.

Success in acceptance 
of innovative designs to 
meet clinical processing 
goals is largely driven by 
implementation through a 
risk-based design approach 
and early communication with 
regulatory authorities (FDA 
CBER Division of Cellular and 
Gene Therapies).

Conclusions

Verification trial performance of the RH and ethanol content demonstrate the 
performance of the environmental management. The values on the far left of the chart 
represent ambient conditions.

Performance
Chart 2. Extended Atmospheric Test - EtOH & %RH
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Automation of patient-specific clinical processing
Molecular manipulation in sterile, closed single-use system – Separation
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Fully-automated clinical processing platform 
manipulating patient derived molecular materials in 
single-use devices.


